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tween electrode and sample for a given x-y position over
the surface (Hansma et al., 1989). Just as in STM, the
microelectrode in SECM is controlled with nanometer resolution in the x, y, and z directions (Bard et al., 1991). The
main advantage of SECM compared with other SPTs is that
it provides not just topographic information at micrometer
and submicrometer scales, but also information about the
concentration of electroactive species above the probed
surface (Lee et al., 1990). This combination of topographic
and electrochemical information is also one way that SECM
differs from typical patch-clamp techniques, which provide
no topographical data. Although the resolution of SECM is
100 nm under some conditions, it does not yet provide the
atomic resolution of STM or atomic force microscopy.
SECM resolution is improving rapidly and is already sufficient for us to examine such a biological phenomenon as
O, diffusion from individual stomata in intact leaves.
Stomata act as valves on the surface of leaves, balancing
CO, availability for photosynthesis with water loss to the
atmosphere. Over the last century instruments ranging
from rudimentary porometers to complex gas-exchange
systems have been used to investigate stomata from the
perspective of whole-leaf or whole-plant physiology (e.g.
Sestak et al., 1971; Zeiger et al., 1987; Jackson et al., 1991).
Investigations at the cellular level, in turn, have attempted
to understand the mechanisms by which guard cells respond to their environment, most often using epidermal
peels or guard cell protoplasts (for reviews, see MacRobbie,
1987; Assmann, 1993).Peels and protoplasts, however, may
not always reflect in vivo, unstressed physiology. Guard
cells isolated from subsidiary cells (either physically in a
protoplast preparation or via cell death during peeling) no
longer communicate with a live, turgid epidermis that
provides back-pressure against stomatal turgor. Isolated
guard cells also have been separated from ion sources and
sinks fundamental for guard cell function in vivo. Ideally,
experiments with functionally or physically isolated guard
cells should be tested in intact leaves, and observations of
stomatal behavior at the physiological level must be linked
with cell-leve1 processes.

Scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) is a powerful new
tool for studying chemical and biological processes. I t records
changes in faradaic current as a microelectrode ( 5 7 p m in diameter) is moved across the surface of a sample. The current varies as
a function of both distance from the surface and the surface’s
chemical and electrical properties. W e used SECM to examine in
vivo topography and photosynthetic electron transport of individual
guard cells in Tradescantia fluminensis, to our knowledge the first
such analysis for an intact plant. W e measured surface topography
at the micrometer level and concentration profiles of O, evolved in
photosynthetic electron transport. Comparison of topography and
oxygen profiles above single stomatal complexes clearly showed
photosynthetic electron transport in guard cells, as indicated by
induction of O, evolution by photosynthetically active radiation.
SECM is unique in its ability to measure topography and chemical
fluxes, combining some of the attributes of patch clamping with
scanning tunneling microscopy. In this paper we suggest severa1
questions in plant physiology that it might address.

SECM, a type of scanning probe microscopy, was introduced in 1989 as a technique to study processes occurring
on chemical interfaces (Bard et al., 1989).SECM is a “chemical microscope” that operates in two modes, feedback and
collection (see ”Materials and Methods”). The feedback
mode provides three-dimensional surface topography,
with the current in the microelectrode varying with distance from the sample surface (Bard et al., 1991). The
collection mode records chemical changes at the surface,
including which sample regions are insulating or conducting, and the rate of generation of an electrochemical agent
(in our case, O, evolved in photosynthetic electron transport). Since 1989 a variety of complex electrochemical and
catalytic reactions have been studied, including surface
topography and chemical reactions for metals, semiconductors, polymers, and liquid / liquid interfaces (e.g. Mirkin et al., 1992; Horrocks et al., 1994; Wei and Bard, 1995).
SECM is related to a variety of SPTs, including STM, in
which surface topography is obtained by recording the
tunneling current between electrode and sample, and
atomic force microscopy, which measures the force beSupport was provided by the National Science Foundation,
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One limitation is the lack of techniques for probing
chemical processes at the cellular leve1 while the ceI1 is
living and functioning in its normal environment. The
development of patch-clamping has led to the characterization of many ion channels and signaling systems in
guard cell protoplasts ( e g Assmann, 1993), although the
behavior and chemistry of isolated guard cells may sometimes differ from that of intact leaves. Chlorophyll fluorescence provides one avenue for probing photosynthetic activity in living guard cells in epidermal peels and
protoplasts (eg. Melis and Zeiger, 1982; Shimazaki, 1989),
and the technique has also been applied to guard cells in
intact leaves (Cardon and Berry, 1992). Another recent
approach examines guard cell membranes in epidermal
peels that are patch-clamped through laser-cut holes in cell
walls (Henriksen et al., 1996).
In this paper, we present SECM as a new technique for
observing guard cell chemistry and leaf surface topology
in vivo, and as a new tool for physiologists in general.
Understanding the role of guard cell chloroplasts in stomata1 functioning is critically important, yet controversy
still exists regarding the activity of guard cell chloroplasts
and their energetic contribution to ion uptake and stomatal opening (Shimazaki, 1989; Reckmann et al., 1990; Gautier et al., 1991; Wu and Assmann, 1993). We first provide
a description of SECM, including its modes of operation
and the information to be gained in each mode. We then
apply SECM to photosynthetic electron transport and topography in variegated leaves of Tradescantia fluminensis,
which is ideal for photosynthetic studies because its
leaves provide both green regions, where chloroplasts are
present in mesophyll and guard cells, and white regions,
where chloroplasts are present only in the guard cells
(Cardon and Berry, 1992). We use SECM to examine topography and net photosynthesis in the green leaf regions
(as measured by O, evolution). Finally, as a more challenging application of SECM, we demonstrate in vivo
photosynthetic electron transport for individual guard
cells in white leaf regions.

MATERIALS A N D M E T H O D S
SECM

SECM is based on the steady-state current or E detected
by the SECM UME. The UME tip for measuring current is
usually made of a single metal (e.g. Au or Pt) wire or
carbon fiber sealed into an insulating material ( e g glass,
wax, or epoxy resin). Only the wire cross-section is exposed
in the solution. As in most SPTs, the resolution of SECM
increases as the tip diameter decreases. There are two
operational modes of SECM. The feedback mode is used
mainly to obtain topographic images, and the collection
mode provides concentration profiles of an electroactive
species across the sample surface.
The feedback mode of SECM is based on the effect of an
oxidized electroactive substrate (O), O + e- + R, on UME
current. Because of fast hemispherical diffusion of the electroactive species to the UME surface, the i, is well defined

and relatively unaffected by convection (Bard and
Faulkner, 1980). iT,mis calculated as:

i,,

= 4nFC,Da

(11

where n is the number of electrons, F is the Faraday constant, D is the diffusion coefficient of species O, C, is the
concentration of species O in the bulk solution, and a is the
radius of the tip UME. When the UME is placed sufficiently
close to the insulative substrate (e.g. of the order of the tip
because the insulative
radius), i, decreases relative to
substrate partially blocks diffusion of O to the UME. The
closer the tip is to the substrate, the greater the reduction in
current. In the ideal case (i.e. the tip UME and substrate are
smooth and parallel to each other), UME current should
approach zero as the separation distance approaches zero.
Although Equation 1 is most appropriate for microelectrodes with a glass radius at least 10 times the electrode
radius, such microelectrodes are unwieldy for fine-scale
work over a rough surface. Our glass radius was two to
three times larger than the electrode radius. Such electrodes generally deviate from Equation 1by less than 10%,
and our measurements showed almost perfect agreement
(see ”Results”).
The dependence of tip current on distance to the insulative surface (d) is given by the following equation (Mirkin
et al., 1992):
ZT

7
=

2T.m

(0.292 + [1.5151/L] + 0.6553e[-2.4035’L1
1-

(2)

where L is the normalized distance between the tip UME
and the substrate ( L = d/a). In feedback mode as the tip
travels across an insulative surface increases in current
represent hollows and decreases in current represent
humps (i.e. negative feedback).
In collection mode the UME detects a species generated
on or diffusing from the substrate. UME response can
represent current or potential. If the substrate generates an
electroactive species that can be detected by the UME,
UME current will increase as the tip approaches. However,
while operating in collection mode the tip-substrate distance cannot be calculated definitively because the tip response is a function of both the substrate activity and the
tip-substrate separation. In the case where the substrate is
an insulator and has isolated regions that generate an
electroactive species (in our case, O, evolution from a leaf),
the image of such a surface can be obtained by scanning the
UME across the substrate. Regions of active evolution will
yield greater tip response compared with the rest of the
insulative or inactive surface.
The SECM used in our experiments (Fig. 1) was described by Wipf and Bard (1991). Briefly, a UME was
mounted on an XYZ stage (Burleigh Instruments, Fishers,
NY) and was biased at a potential of oxygen reduction
using an E-400 potentiostat. Nanometer control of the UME
in x, y, and z directions by attached piezoelectric elements
was provided by a CE-1000 controller and personal computer (Inchworm Controller, Burleigh Instruments). Data
were acquired using unpublished software of D.O. Wipf.
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Figure 1. SECM apparatus for in vivo experiments of leaf surfaces.
The upper panel describes the experimental station, and the lower
panel illustrates how topography affects diffusion of a substrate to the
UME tip.

The SECM UMEs were prepared as described by Bard et
al. (1989) with the following modifications. The UME used
for the experiments was a 7-pm-diameter C fiber (Goodfellow Corp., Berwyn, PA) that was heat-sealed in a 3-mm
0.d. glass capillary drawn down and polished until the
wire cross-section was exposed. The counter and reference
electrodes attached to the potentiostat (Fig. 1) were a 0.5mm-diameter Pt wire and a Ag/ AgCl wire, respectively,
immersed in saturated KCl. A11 reported values of E are
given relative to the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. All of
the experiments were performed in a 0.1 M buffer solution
(prepared from NH,H,PO, and [NH,],HPO, in deionized
water [Milli-Q, Millipore]) at pH 7.0. A xenon lamp with an
attached optical fiber (1mm in diameter) provided the PAR
source for photosynthesis in the SECM. Light intensity was
measured with a quantum sensor (Li-Cor, Lincoln, NE) and
was maintained between 700 and 800 pmol m-’s-’ for all
experiments.
Description of Plants and Experiments

Tradescantiafluminensis Variegata clones were grown in a
walk-in growth chamber with a photon flux density of 350
pmol m-’s-’ and a 13-h photoperiod. The day and night
temperatures were 24 and 20°C, respectively. Each plant
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was grown in a 2-L pot with Metromix 700 potting medium
(Scotts Co., Marysville, OH). Plants were watered daily to
excess and fertilized weekly with approximately 0.1 L of 40
mM NH,H,PO,, 25 mM CH,N,O, and 14 mM K,O (plus
trace elements).
Prior to SECM experiments, T. Juminensis leaves were
carefully washed with deionized water. The hypostomatous leaves were held between two soft O-rings or with
mounting tape. In all of the experiments the leaves were
alive and remained attached to the plant. When the UME
scans an illuminated portion of leaf, the tip responds to a
combination of leaf topography and O, availability. The
large background concentration of O, in air (and in airsaturated solution) makes the potential detection of photosynthetically derived O, more difficult, particularly in a
white region of the leaf, where chloroplasts are present
only in the guard cells. To maximize the resolution for
detecting O, generated in photosynthetic electron transport, two of the images were generated by placing the plant
and experimental apparatus into a glove-bag for short periods of time with reduced atmospheric O, (approximately
2% by volume).
To obtain images of leaf topography, the tip UME was
brought to <10 pm from the leaf surface in the dark. The
tip was moved in the y direction at a speed of 10 p m / s
while collecting i,. After finishing one pass (usually 100250 pm), the tip was shifted 5 to 10 pm in the x direction
and then returned in the opposite y direction. The time
required to obtain a square image of 200 X 200 pm was 10
to 20 min. If desired, a series of stable, reproducible images
of the same leaf area could be obtained sequentially over
severa1 hours, depending on suitable control of leaf conditions. To map the topography of open stomata in the absence of O, generated by photosynthesis, 0.1 M KCI (Humble and Hsiao, 1969) was used to open stomates in one
image. For a11 images taken directly over a stomatal complex, the location of the complex was first detected by
topographic scan before any O, measurements were taken.
In addition to examining topography and O, evolution
across the surface of the leaf, we also examined the response of specific white and green positions on the leaf to
a step change in light availability (from 800 pE m-’s-’, to
dark, and back to 800 p E m-’ s-’). For these experiments
(Figs. 6B and 7B), the UME tip was positioned directly
above an illuminated stomatal complex until i, reached a
steady maximum. The light was then switched off for 5 to
10 min, after which PAR was restored to 800 pE m-’ s-’.
i, was monitored continuously throughout the changes in
illumination. This fixed-tip approach was used because
stomatal aperture can change rapidly over the 10 to 20 min
required to image a 200- x 200-pm leaf region after a
change in PAR. Focusing on individual stomata yielded
much more precise results.
RESULTS

Typical steady-state voltammograms (graphs of i, versus
E ) in buffer saturated with 21, 10, and 2% O, show the
sensitivity of the UME to O, (Fig. 2). During SECM experiments the tip UME was biased at a potential of -0.95 V, at
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Figure 2. Typical cyclic voltammograms (ir versus 0 for the reduction
of dissolved O, measured with a 7-pm-diameter carbon UME tip in
ammonium buffer solution (pH 7.0). Curve 1 corresponds to an airsaturated solution (79% N,, 21% O,), curve 2 to a solution saturated
in 90% N, and 10% O,, and curve 3 to a solution saturated in 98% N,
and 2 % O,. iT
initially increases with applied potential (0 for all
curves, eventually becoming independent of potential but linearly
dependent on O, concentration. The pair of curves for each O,
concentration represent the two cases of ascending and descending E.
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such a complex is presented in Figure 4. The guard cells are
approximately 40 pm in length (the reference bar is 20 pm
long). A topographic image by SECM of a 200- X 200-pm
leaf area shows three stomatal complexes (Fig. 5). Prior to
making the image, the stomates were opened by applying
0.1 M KCI, and SECM clearly detects the open stomatal
pores. Because the SECM was operating in negativefeedback mode, the image in Figure 5A is inverted (i.e. the
dark areas represent bulges on the leaf surface and correspond to low iT).This inverted image can be converted to
the proper physical orientation by Equation 2 (Fig. 5B). As
measured with SECM, a typical T. fluminensis stomatal
complex protrudes approximately 4 pm from the surrounding epidermal region of the leaf.
In addition to purely topographic images, SECM can be
used to monitor O, evolution from an illuminated leaf for
an individual stomate or leaf region. Such a 200- X 200-pm
region of a green leaf shows three peaks in i, corresponding to O, evolution from three stomata (Fig. 6A). ,i values
for these peaks are at least twice background i, for the leaf
O”
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which leve1 voltammograms show well-defined, diffusionlimiting current for dissolved oxygen reduction that is
relatively independent of potential but linearly dependent
on O, concentration (Fig. 2).
The ability of the UME to detect O, generated in photosynthesis above an individual stomatal complex is shown
clearly by graphing i, versus the distance between the
UME tip and the leaf (Fig. 3A). Curves 1 and 2 were both
generated in an air-saturated solution, but were generated
in the dark and light, respectively (Fig. 3A). In the dark
(without photosynthesis and with stomates closed), i, decreased as the UME tip approached the leaf surface, in
precise agreement with SECM theory for an insulative
substrate in negative feedback (Fig. 3A, curve 1; solid line
generated from Eq. 2). In the presence of PAR, however,
normalized ,i was constant until approximately 10 pm
distance from the leaf, below which it increased in response
to photosynthetically generated O, diffusing through the
stomate (Fig. 3A, curve 2). Figure 3B (curve 1) shows the
identical theoretical line presented in Figure 3A, but at an
expanded scale of distance. If a previously illuminated leaf
is placed in the dark and quickly examined with the SECM,
normalized i, does not immediately follow SECM theory
for an insulative substrate (Fig. 3B, curve 2 ) . This results
from residual O, evolution/diffusion from the leaf to the
solution. After a short time, an equilibrium is reached and
the leaf surface begins to show pure insulative behavior
(Fig. 38, curve 2 converges to curve 1).
To present the physical structure of the stomatal complex
in T. fluminensis, a scanning electron microscopy image of
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Figure 3. Normalized ir as a function of distance to the surface of a
green leaf maintained in the dark (A, curve 1) and in t h e light (A,
curve 2). Curve 1 (A) was generated by moving the UME tip toward
the stomate of a leaf immersed in air-saturated solution and in
darkness for 20 min. Curve 2 (A) is for an illuminated leaf in solution
saturated with low O, (air with 2 % O,). The solid “line” in both
panels is the theoretical path for the approach of a tip to a n insulative
surface (generated from Eq. 2). iT for a leaf maintained in the dark

matches the theoretical path almost perfectly in the absence of O,

evolution (A, curve 1). 8,Curve 2 shows the approach of the UME tip
for a leaf recently placed in the dark. Because of residual O, diffusion, t h e leaf does not yet act as a perfect insulator. All measurements
were made with a 7-pm-diameter carbon microelectrode.
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an electrochemical reaction can be driven and a resulting
current is measured. The O2 electrode is this type of probe,
with O2 reduced to H2O2 at a carbon electrode. Voltammetric electrodes are used to measure other species that
can undergo oxidation or reduction (e.g. hydroquinone,
ascorbic acid, dopamine, etc.). The second type of electrode
is the potentiometric probe (Area et al., 1994), which is
similar to a specific ion electrode, in which the potential
responds to the concentration (activity) of a particular species. Potentiometric probes can be made for H + , K + , and
NH 4 + , as just a few examples.
For most photosynthetic studies, measuring CO2 uptake
is more desirable than measuring O2 evolution due to the
lower background signature of CO2 in air (350 versus
210,000 joiL L"1 for CO2 and O2, respectively). Unfortunately, there is not yet a convenient method in SECM to
monitor CO2 evolution from chemical or biological substrates. Measurements of CO2 are possible through changes
in solution pH, although the method is not as accurate as
Figure 4. Scanning electron microscopy image of a stomatal complex of T. fluminensis. Bar = 20 /j,m.

surface as a whole. Figure 6A cannot be inverted into a
strictly topographic image because i-v reflects both topography and O2 evolution, so to contrast images of a leaf in
the light and dark, Figure 6A should be compared with
Figure 5A.
If the UME tip is held in position above an individual
stomate, the response to changes in PAR can be examined.
When the light source is eliminated, /'-,- decreases as O2
evolution from the stomate slows (Fig. 6B). The signal does
not completely disappear, because of residual diffusion of
O2 into the solution and because the solution maintains a
minimum equilibrium O2 concentration. When the PAR is
restored, / , increases as photosynthesis and O 2 evolution
recommence (Fig. 6B).
Having demonstrated the usefulness of SECM for topography and for O2 evolution in a green leaf, we then examined in vivo photosynthetic electron transport in guard
cells of a white leaf region, in which functional, green
chloroplasts are present only in the guard cells. An SECM
image of such a region is presented in Figure 7A. The
stomatal complex is visible as a ring-shaped structure with
a peak in the center due to O2 evolution. Additional evidence for photosynthetic electron transport in guard cells is
provided by manipulating PAR while holding the UME tip
above an individual stomate. When the light source is
eliminated, ;'.,- decreases as O2 evolution from the guard
cells slows (Fig. 7B). The signal does not decrease (or
increase) as quickly as in Figure 6B because the O2 signal is
much smaller in the white portion of the leaf than in the
green. When PAR is restored, a detectable increase in i'T
and O2 evolution is visible beginning approximately 2 min
after restoration of the light (Fig. 7B).
DISCUSSION
There are two kinds of electrode probes used in SECM.
The most convenient are voltammetric electrodes, in which
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Figure 5. SECM images of a green portion of the leaf obtained with
a 7-ju.m-diameter carbon tip in an air-saturated solution in the dark.
A, /, across the leaf surface. Because the data were generated in
negative-feedback mode, the image is inverted (i.e. the dark areas
represent bulges on the surface and correspond to low /•,). B, The
image in A returned to the proper physical orientation (y axis in jam).
The images were obtained 30 min after addition of 0.1 M KCI to the
buffer solution to open stomates.
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tion of Calvin cycle enzymes remains controversial. Some
of these studies and the techniques used include (a) fluorescence techniques to examine electron transport (e.g.
Zeiger et al., 1980), (b) DCMU to block red-light-induced
O2 production (Shimazaki et al., 1982), (c) A518 to probe
thylakoid energization and photophosphorylation (Grantz
et al., 1985), and (d) direct measurement of red-lightinduced O2 evolution in solution containing guard cell
protoplasts (Shimazaki and Zeiger, 1987). All of these studies, however, were conducted with epidermal peels, isolated protoplasts, or isolated chloroplasts. SECM provides
the means to measure the extremely small fluxes of O2 (in
this case) or ions at the cellular level in intact living plants.
There are a number of fruitful areas of research to be
pursued with SECM, particularly when combined with
biochemical analyses. The examination of ion fluxes associated with stomatal response to light is one obvious possibility. Using enzymatic techniques (e.g. Morris et al.,
1981), it should be possible to access both guard and sub-
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Figure 6. A, O2 evolution from three stomata of an illuminated green
leaf region (200 x 200 ^im). The x and y axes represent position on
the leaf; the z axis is ir measured in feedback mode. B, The response
of /T to step changes in light availability when held over a stomate in
a green leaf region. Measured current tracks O2 diffusion and decreases after the leaf is placed in the dark and increases after reillumination (800 fj,E rrT2 s" 1 ). Measurements for A and B were made
with a 7-^.m-diameter carbon microelectrode.
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the various electrodes described above. For this reason we
monitored O2 evolution in T. fluminensis in part by lowering background O2 levels for short periods of time in a
glove-bag. By this method we were able to obtain sufficient
resolution to examine photosynthetic electron transport of
individual guard cells in the white regions of T. fluminensis
leaves. To make certain that the O2 detected in the white
leaf regions was derived solely from guard cells, we used
fluorescence microscopy to compare white and green leaf
regions. Fluorescence microscopy confirmed the lack of
chlorophyll in mesophyll cells for the white leaf regions
(R.B. Jackson, unpublished data).
The ability of SECM to detect extremely small fluxes of
O2 evolved from photosynthetic electron transport in individual guard cells is a striking example of the sensitivity of
SECM in examining biological systems. During recent decades, a number of papers confirmed the existence of PSI,
PSII, and cyclic and noncyclic photosynthetic electron
transport in thylakoids of stomatal guard cells (e.g. Dyar,
1953; Outlaw et al., 1981), although the existence and func-
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Figure 7. A, A single, illuminated stomatal complex in a white leaf
region (800 /^E rrT2 s" 1 ). B, The response of /T to step changes in light
availability when held over a stomate in a white leaf region. Measured current decreases after the leaf is placed in the dark and
increases after reillumination (800 /xE m~2 s" 1 ). Measurements for A
and B were made with a 7-/nm-diameter carbon microelectrode.
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sidiary cell membranes with the SECM. The flux of H+ or
K+ from both cell types could then be examined in vivo
with a potentiometric probe as the quantity and wavelength of the light varied. Guard and subsidiary cell responses to long-term (Field et al., 1995) and short-term
(Mott, 1990) perturbations in CO, concentrations could be
similarly explored. Longer term, we hope to develop a
gas-phase scheme for measuring CO, and H,O fluxes directly with SECM. Of course, the usefulness of SECM in
examining in vivo cell physiology is not limited to studying
stomata. SECM could be used to examine the regulation of
other cell types that undergo reversible changes in turgor
or those in which function depends on ion flux. Possibilities include pulvinal cells moving in response to light or
circadian cycles (e.g. Schrempf et al., 1976; Bjorkmann and
Prowles, 1981), floral cells regulating reversible opening
and closing of flowers, and the selective absorption or
exudation of compounds in localized root zones (e.g.
Clarkson, 1985).
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